Introduction
We're all familiar with games like Where's Waldo or I Spy. The only reason it's tricky to find what you're looking for is that it's obscured by everything around it. Similarly, it's easy to enter a term on the Open Web and get a million results, but will you find what you're looking for?
If you want facts, the answer is probably yes, but what about searching for Websites relevant to your scholarly interests without also retrieving far too many extraneous results? The ability to enter your own natural terms and get back exactly what you want is far from perfected yet. Integration with other types of materials is possible if the Open Web is included in federated searching tools and you search through those tools, but not guaranteed if a search is initiated on the Open Web. If you do find something useful, what is the best way to save it? Simply, can the Open Web really give you what you want?
Where are Websites these days? Not just on the Internet. Websites are also:
• indexed in commercial databases • cataloged in online catalogs • gathered on subject guide pages by librarians and in various forms by users themselves • developed by groups with like interests • referenced on Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube • affiliated with specific books, such as supplements to textbooks • replicated in print and electronic books • linked from anywhere to anywhere The good part about this is that these practices follow Weinberger's principle to "put each leaf on as many branches as possible," 1 the theory being that these sites will be more easily and more often found.
Searching for a Web Site
But is this always the case? The Walt Whitman Archive, 2 for example, is a noted Website of primary sources (it even provides access to a recording of what is thought to be Whitman's voice). It is accessible through the Open Web, but also indexed in the MLA International Bibliography, linked from numerous other Websites, and included in some libraries' online catalogs. If you know to look for "The Walt Whitman Archive," you'll find it easily through any of these sources; however, unless you know that specific title, you are more likely to search "Walt Whitman" or even "Whitman," as so many of my students do. If you enter Walt Whitman as a search phrase in these various sources, what do you find? I conducted searches in these sources on July 18, 2010.
The Archive showed up as the second entry in a Google search resulting in about 2,650,000 results. It appeared right after the Wikipedia entry (which will users pick first?). In Google Scholar, it did not appear in the first three screens (30 entries) of the 43,600 results. Will users go past three screens? As far as three screens? In the MLA International Bibliography (searched on the EBSCOhost platform), it did not appear in the first three screens (30 entries) of the 3,835 "all results." On looking at the "source types" list on the left navigation bar, I had to click "more" before the category "Websites" appeared as an option in this particular search. On clicking "Websites," the Whitman Archive was the first entry of 21 results culled from the original 3,835. Having this particular archive (there are others) indexed in these various places, therefore, doesn't necessarily increase the likelihood that users will find it.
As for the catalog, California State University, East Bay does not have an entry for the Archive, but a search in the LINK+ consortium of 51 academic and public libraries to which Cal State East Bay belongs yielded 2,795 results and it was not in the first screen of 50 results, although a search for "Walt Whit-man Archive" yielded 5 results, of which this specific archive was the second one listed. In other words, this Archive may be included in all these sources, but it is quickly buried among the large results set of a simple author search, even if the search includes both the first and last names of the author. This leads to the question of whether it is helpful to include the Archive in all these sources or whether including it causes the user to be confronted with too many results overall, with Websites (and potentially other useful items) getting lost in the overall list. Further, in spite of the fact that the Wikipedia entry came up first on an Open Web search, the Archive was prominently displayed as the second choice and, in the end, proved to be the most effective in drawing this source to my attention.
To Collect or Not to Collect?
The first decision libraries face is whether they will collect Websites at all. If I were to base such a decision on my one experience with the Whitman Archive, the answer would be quite clear, but a real study of many Websites is required to understand the full impact of such searches. If librarians do decide to collect Websites, what policies should they establish for collecting them and including them in various locations? Sites may be collected for their subject suitability, but there are other considerations. For example, if the general criteria for selection include the anticipated number of users, how is that assessed for a Website before it is collected? Also, once collected, how can currency be assessed long term? Although a book has a built in age, its aging process is predictable. Not so with a Website. Furthermore, while a Website like the Whitman Archive doesn't have a cost attached to it (donations are accepted), there are acquisitions and budgetary implications in terms of staff time, record maintenance, etc. If a decision is made to create a record for a Website, is it better to catalog it or provide a link through selectors' discipline-specific subject guides or provide it as part of a separate set of library Web pages?
Library Created Web Sites
In addition to collecting some Websites, librarians are putting their own collections of information on Websites, which are subsequently cataloged. One example of an individual contribution is Bailey's Scholarly Electronic Publishing Bibliography, 3 a free eBook that includes over 3,600 references to
The indispensable reference for all who work with words 1008 pp., 4 halftones, 54 line drawings, 15 figures, 12 tables, 1 musical example ISBN: 978-0-226-10420-1 • Cloth $65.00
The University of Chicago Press "The new go-to publishing manual is here! Responding to the demands made of publishing professionals in the digital age, the 16th edition continues to provide information for word lovers but has enhanced its guidelines to include electronic workflow and processes. . . . This venerable bible also has a new pastel blue bookjacket to alert users to the style, usage, and technology updates within, though the familiar orange cloth lies below. A worthy, welcome addition to every library collection as well as professional wordsmiths and educated readers of all persuasions."
Library Journal
The Chicago Manual of Style Online is available to libraries by subscription. For rates and information, go to www.chicagomanualofstyle.org. Free institutional trials are available.
The Chicago
Manual of Style sixteenth edition works about scholarly electronic publishing. If you are on an appropriate listserv, you will get a monthly notification that the bibliography has been updated. The 2008 annual edition of this bibliography, however, was published as a print book, also available on Kindle, both for a cost. The 2009 annual edition also appears in print as part of Digital Scholarship 2009, another book in traditional print format, this time with no Kindle version, evoking an interesting sense of going backwards.
Libraries are also engaged in extensive digitization, much of which ends up on Websites. Titles like Charles J. Kappler's "Indian Affairs: Laws and Treaties" at Oklahoma State, 4 first published in 1903-1904 by the U.S. Government Printing Office, are also linked from other Websites. Kappler's work is linked, for example, from one page in Wunder and Steinke's History Matters Website, designed for high school and college teachers and students. History Matters is "a gateway to Web resources and offers other useful materials for teaching U.S. history." 5 If a researcher wants to read more about Kappler's documents, there is also a paper by Bernholz and Holcombe that is available on another Website, 6 dated Feb. 19, 2005, as well as through Science Direct, 7 where it is indexed because it was published in Library Collections, Acquisitions, and Technical Services in March, 2005 . Note that the Website was available earlier than the published paper.
User Response
Users, therefore, have many opportunities to find these resources (the "leaves on many branches" concept), but if they stumble first on the Science Direct listing and their library doesn't have access to the publication, what happens next? Do they give up? Ask for it through Interlibrary Loan, in which case, someone must expend time to identify the available free version? Or, worst case scenario, get a pop-up Web screen that asks them to pay for access? This intricate availability of "leaves on many branches" may not always be the blessing Weinberger envisions, especially with users who may or may not fully understand where these leaves originate, who don't automatically question which are fee and which are free, and who don't understand which are available with a few simple clicks and which are restricted through passwords, payment requirements, etc.
The Next Web
While this multiplicity of access will likely continue for some time in this transitional period, some librarians and other researchers are taking a different approach to finding information on the Web -the Semantic Web. As far back as 1998, Tim Berners-Lee provided a roadmap for the Semantic Web and wrote, "This document is a plan for achieving a set of connected applications for data on the Web in such a way as to form a consistent logical Web of data (Semantic Web)." 8 If machines can understand the meaning of information on the Web through metadata, it is theorized that they can deliver more related information to the user. Between then and now, development of the Semantic Web has continued through Berners-Lee and the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), of which Berners-Lee is Founder and Director. W3C, whose "mission is to lead the World Wide Web to its full potential by developing protocols and guidelines that ensure the long-term growth of the Web," 9 envisions "one" Web, a Web of linked data using technologies focused on linking strategies, query languages, and vocabularies.
This effort has resulted in a plethora of initiatives related to interoperability efforts, vocabulary explorations, and ontologies, but the key question is whether these ef-Biz of Acq from page 66 forts will result in more effective results or just more results, at least for the foreseeable future. The purpose of searching any source or group of sources is to gather the relevant information for the question being searched while keeping away what is irrelevant. If we end up with "one" Web, i.e., one place to search, what will the results give us? Will we receive duplicate results, only to find that we've chosen the wrong source for the actual data/full-text because it costs or because it's not the latest version? Will we get one result with many options for seeking the data/fulltext, but no indication of which one is most continued on page 68 appropriate for our situation? Will we even find what we're looking for? Will we have so many results that we don't go past the first few screens and, despite "relevance" ranking, lose valuable possibilities or not find what we're looking for at all?
Discovery
The answer may now lie in "discovery" services. The problem with commercial options, however, is that in order to ensure that users stay inside their discovery product, vendors include many pieces of information that might be better if excluded, e.g., Websites. In the California State University system, however, David Walker has developed an open source interface to Metalib by ExLibris. The possibilities can be seen in presentations Walker has made available on the Web. 10 While the traditional concept of a catalog as the centerpiece of library holdings has been shifting for some time, this really makes the catalog one piece in the puzzle and a small one at that. A library could include the Open Web as a search option, along with the catalog, databases, or any other source, all on an equal footing. The implication is that Websites do not have to be collected, cataloged, or acquired in separate transactions. They can simply be searched along with everything else.
The positive aspect of this idea is that librarians can sidestep difficult decisions about what Websites to collect or not collect for inclusion in the catalog or subject guides. The Open Web results would show up as part of the results set. The negative aspect of this is, once again, the size of the results set, unless the user inserted specific and, probably, multiple terms. In the discussion portion of a Webinar on Xerxes 2.0, 11 Walker indicated that users are expected to "interface" with their results. That suggests that they will refine their searches, think of other terms, add terms, etc. But do they? Users, particularly the students with whom I work, often use terms that are far too broad, e.g., "I have to write a paper on women," after which they enter "women" as their search term. Users are also used to looking at the first one or two screens of results and either picking something or deciding that there's nothing there, if the results don't mesh exactly with what they think they need.
Full Circle
This type of behavior is what leads librarians to "collect" Web information in the first place, whether in their catalogs, on their subject pages, or elsewhere, in order to try to help users find key resources. If the searches for the Whitman Archive are any indication, however, the most successful search for the Archive was actually on the Open Web, not in the library catalogs or even Google Scholar. Perhaps it's time to re-think the idea of collecting Websites altogether. This brings us back, full circle, to the question of whether some Websites should or should not be collected and drawn to users' attention as part of the collection of scholarly materials available.
Another alternative is to create a multi-tiered approach and make that available through the discovery tool. Currently, users can specify in database searches whether they want to search a specific type of material, such as scholarly or peer-reviewed items only or just articles. This is not presented preferentially, however. It's simply a choice of equal value. Students who are told by their professors that they must have three scholarly articles, for example, will introduce that limit to their searches, if they are aware of it, in order to meet the requirement. An alternate possibility is to structure a discovery tool to search categories chosen by librarians first, then, in a second tier, offer them the Open Web. Some might argue that this is a role that librarians shouldn't play, but we already play that role by what we collect in the first place.
